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Steam’s up at
Dwellingup
AS Sunday, September 12 dawned with a mist
hanging over the hills around Dwellingup, a good
turnout of NDMES members braved the cold and the
early start to set up our display stands at the Hotham
Valley Railway anniversary festival.
This year we had the use of the old tennis courts
which gave us plenty of space for the display tables
and for the traction engines to operate from. The
Dwellingup tourist precinct has been substantially
upgraded over the last couple of years and the new
visitor centre now sits amid landscaped garden areas,
lawns and concrete pathways.
The festival was very well organised and in
addition to Hotham Valley’s railway activities there
were many market stalls and other attractions spread
right around the townsite (see report on page 6).
There was a constant stream of visitors around our
displays from early morning until mid-afternoon,
when people started to disperse after the second train
of the day. Our own mobile attractions included
Harry Roser’s steam tractor (see photo above and
report on page 7) plus the traction engines of Paul
Costall, Ron Collins, Clive Jarman and Steve
Reeves, all of whom gave free rides to the public.
The NDMES display stands had a wide variety of
models including several stationary engines in steam
as well as one of Lyall Austin’s garden gauge locos
in steam on a miniature rolling road, which attracted
a lot of attention from the youngsters.
Overall it was a very good display of our club’s
activities and great day out for everyone involved.
Article and photos by Jim Clark
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Harry Roser drives his ‘Caradoc’ steam tractor around the NDMES display.

Above: Centrepiece of Hotham
Valley’s activities was the
WAGR W Class locomotive
W945 “Banksiadale”.
Left: A general view of the
NDMES display stands, which
were set up on the hard
standing of the old tennis
courts.

President’s Report for the year ending 30 September
GENERALLY, 2021 was a successful
thanks to Charles Coppack for the work he has
year for the club with a return to predone as Treasurer, David Naeser for taking on
COVID operations for members as well as
the role of Secretary (David will continue his
for the public. We achieved good financial
other important role as the club’s Competent
returns in spite of the fact that we lost two
Person), and Eileen Briggs for performing the
holiday run days due to weather, and two
role of website maintenance and social copublic run days being interrupted by
ordinator for the past six years.
COVID lockdowns. We have, however,
Looking Ahead
retained limits on the numbers attending
Committee - I have received confirmation,
public run days.
as I write this, that a verbal nomination for
Member attendance on the Tuesday club
Treasurer and a verbal nomination for
days is down a little from previous, as is By Geoff Wilkinson Secretary have been received. Once these
attendance at busy-bee events, however
nominations have been formally submitted and
attendance at the Boiler Group remains high, though it accepted by the membership, I shall nominate for the
does fluctuate. Attendance on Saturdays remains poor position of President for a further term. Members will
with usually fewer than half a dozen members. have the opportunity to elect the nominees to these
Attendance at monthly public run days as well as positions at the Special General Meeting on Sunday,
school run days is good and provides enough members November 7.
to allow for safe running on these days.
Social Media - Simon and Amy Murphy have
A number of external events were held during the volunteered to take on the website maintenance and social
year and these events demonstrated both a strong co-ordinator roles respectively. An effective handover
following within the membership for “non-railway” from Eileen has been done and these functions seem to be
projects, and shows a significant interest by the public in safe hands.
in the displaying and running of such models (see
Sandgropers – Preparation for the Sandgropers event
Dwellingup article on page 1 and Railfest on page 8).
continues with Tom now having organised caterers
Our membership continues to grow, and as of writing amongst all the other things he is doing for the event.
we have 89 fee paying members and 7 honorary Registered numbers for the event are still low, so get onto
members. Rob Gleave has printed out membership our club website at https://sandgropers.net to book for the
cards which are available for collection at the club.
days and for the evening meal (see page 5).
Financial Position
Russell’s Ring – This important part of our
A financial report was presented at the AGM and the infrastructure (a new ring water main for firefighting) is
figures have been refined somewhat since then. The now almost complete with only the main tie-in and a bit of
financial position of the society remains strong. Further tidy up to go. Thanks to Russell Williams and all the other
information will be available at the forthcoming willing hands on this project.
Wagon Brakes – we now have five braked two-car
Special General Meeting on Sunday, November 7.
ground level carriage sets. Thanks to all involved in
Thanks to Members
building these and installing the brake gear!
Our continued success rests entirely in the hands of
Steaming Bay – we are starting to make some long
the active members of the club, and there are many overdue improvements to the steaming bay, starting with a
members who have contributed enormously to the new lifter to replace the old hospital bed chassis which has
running and maintenance of the society, its become unsafe. Bill will begin work on this once the new
administration, facilities and equipment.
lifter is delivered. We will also purchase a bigger
It’s always important to remember that in a club of compressor and reticulate the steaming bay more fully in
volunteers (as we all are) people only do the work that
due course. Additional 7¼” rails have been added to the
they want to do — there is never any compulsion steaming bay by Steve and Andy.
involved in any of the tasks that anyone undertakes,
New BBQ – we are expecting the new BBQ to be
and yet things just get done. I am unable to list delivered soon. All that we will need to do then will be to
exhaustively all the people who contribute, or all the prepare the base once it has been delivered and to
jobs that are attended to on a regular basis, in case I
manhandle it into the picnic ground.
miss someone out. There is no way to rank such
Allocation of Jobs - One of the reasons for losing some
contributions in order of importance because each part of our key personnel recently is that the workload
is just as relevant as any other part.
demands too much time from too few individuals. Once
Please just know that your willingness, and the way the new committee is formed, we would like to delegate
that you value the club is appreciated by each of our more widely and more formally some of the tasks
members and by many people in the wider community. currently undertaken. The more people who get involved,
Thank you everyone!
the smaller the individual workload. So please volunteer!
There are three key positions within the club that
(continued on page 3)
have become vacant and I would like to extend my
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In Summary
We now appear to have nominations for a full
committee, to be ratified at the forthcoming Special
General Meeting, but it is essential for everyone to
realise that the club will only continue to exist with
input and commitment from its members.
Make no mistake, we have narrowly avoided losing
35 years of building this club’s infrastructure and more
importantly… its heart. Please attend the club, get
involved, attend the events and keep that heart beating.

I look forward to seeing as many of you as possible at
the Special General Meeting (see notice below), which is
an important and necessary formality to ensure the
continuance of the club into the future.
We have a healthy bank balance, possibly as many
members as we’ve ever had, and a great facility to enjoy.
We all have everything to look forward to for 2022, so
let’s do it!
Geoff Wilkinson

Special General Meeting Sunday November 7
The club Annual General Meeting was held on
October 1 at 7:30pm at the club rooms in Balcatta.
Nominations for committee positions were received
from Andrew Molnar, Russell Williams and Ron
Casotti. Geoff Wilkinson accepted nomination as
President, but with the caveat that he would only take
up the position if the position of Treasurer could be
filled. Phil Gibbons indicated that he would again take
on the position of Vice President.
Unfortunately, due the lack of further nominations, it
was impossible to form a new committee and the
executive positions of Treasurer and Secretary could
not be filled.
The executive positions of Secretary and Treasurer
are required by the Associations Incorporation Act
(2015) and by our affiliation to the AALS.

Therefore, a notice of a Special General Meeting to be
held at Vasto Place, Balcatta at 10:30am on Sunday,
November 7 has been circulated to all members.
At this meeting, nominations will be sought to fill the
remaining committee positions and those of Treasurer and
Secretary, and complete the business of the AGM.
If we are again unable to fill the executive positions and
form a committee, a vote will be taken on the proposal that
the club be wound up due to the inability to form a
committee and fill the executive positions of Treasurer,
Secretary and consequentially, that of President.
This meeting is of vital importance to the future of our
club. Please consider nominating for a position if you are
able to, and please try to attend the meeting and give the
club and those who have nominated your support.
Hope to see you there on Sunday, November 7.

Vale Stella Chapman
IT is with great sadness that we record the passing a
few months ago of Stella Chapman, long-time wife of
club stalwart Clive Chapman. She was 90. Stella’s
death was three weeks short of 65 years of marriage
with Clive.
They came to Australia in 1964 from northern
England: “Our final place of residency in the UK was
Louth, but prior to that we lived in Grimsby, where we
were both born and where we lived our early lives.”
Clive said they decided to seek a new life in
Australia “when Dr Beeching decided he didn’t need
me any more”. Clive’s final job with British Railways
was district relief signalman.
Dr Richard Beeching was the bureaucrat appointed
by the British Government as chairman of British
Railways in the mid ‘60s, charged with increasing the
efficiency of the nationalised railway system. He did
this by implementing wide-ranging closures of rail
lines throughout the country, resulting in widespread
unemployment.
Clive said unfortunately in her later years Stella
suffered from Alzheimer’s Disease and had to be
taken into care.

Clive and Stella on a trip to Brisbane in 2016. Photo: Clive Chapman

“But we had a long, fruitful and happy life,” he said.
Clive and Stella had two children, James and Astrid.
Stella was also Grandma to six and great-Grandma to one.
Our condolences go out to Clive and his family at this
time.
Tom Winterbourn
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Keith’s ‘Phantom’ hits the real world
PHANTOM by name, but this is no illusion — it’s the real
deal. After a five year labour of love (it was supposed to be
two), Keith De Graauw’s new American-style 2-6-0 in 7¼”
gauge made it to the tracks at Balcatta in all its colourful glory
on October 12 for its boiler accumulation test and maiden run.
Just one or two little things remain to be done before it
makes its public debut at the Sandgropers Gathering on
November 13-14.
While the model name is Phantom, the loco’s actual name is
“Chester”, after his daughter’s dog, who died recently. Still to
be done on the loco before Sandgropers are the fitting of its
headlight, cow catcher, “Chester” castings and signwriting.
The Phantom project came about five-and-a-half years ago
when Keith mentioned to good friend Nigel Alexander in
Victoria that he was looking for a new challenge in life.
Nigel’s response was that he should build a steam
locomotive — and he had just the model in mind! He returned
a few minutes later with a handful of Australian Model
Engineering (AME) magazines and opened up issue 88 (Jan/
Feb 2000), which introduces a series of articles on the
Phantom locomotive, designed by well-known New Zealand
model engineer Dave Giles.
The Phantom is based on a 2-6-0 prototype which ran on a
short line between Victoria and Sidney on Vancouver Island
in British Colombia, Canada.
After more chatting while reviewing subsequent AME
magazines, Keith said the next day he phoned Dave Giles
and bought a full set of castings, the CD with instructions
and drawings for the Phantom.
“Initially I thought I could build the loco in two years. But
this was always about enjoying the experience and learning
a new hobby, so I mainly worked on it when I felt like it,”
he said. “I was always undertaking about three to four
different parts at a time. This helped me to progress on one
part while researching other parts in the background.”

Keith and boiler inspector Phill Gibbons stop for a quick inspection.
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Keith De Graauw flashes that infectious smile as he drives his
new loco for the first time. Photos: Tom Winterbourn

“I knew nothing about locomotives, particularly
steam locomotives. Thus a lot of reading
commenced on the subject. I also felt an important
factor was joining a model engineering club that had
steam locomotives and members who built them, so
I joined NDMES, for which I am so grateful.
“The wealth of knowledge on model engineering
and camaraderie within the club was a significant
factor for me while learning and building the loco.
There are many people who have offered help and
have assisted me at the boiler group meetings and I
thank them. That proved to be the key factor in
helping me build the loco. In particular I would like
to acknowledge Ron Collins, Paul Costall, Phill
Gibbons and Steve Reeves.”
Keith said the time taken to complete the project
was extended by making variations to the loco’s
design, including extending the boiler firebox 50mm
to provide additional heat, as recommended by Dave
Giles. This required re-working the drawings for the
boiler, chassis, connecting rods and a number of
other components.
He also added an axle pump and designed the
tender to hold a 9kg gas bottle for possible future gas
fired operation. Both the axle pump and tender were
based on modified drawings Keith made from the
design Ron Collins did for the Wombat loco in the
AME articles.
“Over the past five years I have come to
understand there is a lot of learning and skills
required to fully build a steam loco from castings to
completion,” he said. “This to me was great, as I
always enjoy learning and gaining new skills.”
(Continued on page 5)

Keith’s Phantom

(cont…)

(Continued from page 4)

The silver soldering of the boiler, along with those of a
5” Springbok and a 5” extended Blowfly, were
undertaken at Ron Collins’ Parkerville workshops.
“Ron also kindly did the EDM cutting out for the
expansion links and connecting rod bushing holes for the
Phantom. All the other work I did in my home
workshop.”
The name Chester was chosen several years ago after
Keith’s daughters’ dog. “While undertaking a casting
course at Midland TAFE, I made two castings of a dog
for the tender,” he said. “These have just been painted by
my daughter and will be placed on the sides of the tender.
“Sadly, Chester passed away earlier this year. We feel
that naming the loco after him will help remind us of the
fond times we had with him.”
Article by Tom Winterbourn

Right: Chester the dog,
after whom the Phantom
has been named.
Photos: Keith De Graauw
Below: Painted castings
soon to be fitted to the
sides of the tender.

Sandgropers: Last chance to register
AS this edition of SteamLines is the last one
before the 17th annual Sandgropers’ Gathering,
members are urged to register and book their meals
if they intend being part of this important annual
event. Invitations have been sent to all AALS
affiliated clubs in WA.
Sandgropers 2021 will be held on Saturday and
Sunday, November 13 and 14, at Balcatta, with a
fully catered dinner on the Saturday night. Hopefully
we will have a strong representation from other WA
societies as well.
We are catering for all models at the venue, such
as locomotives of 2½”, 3½” 5” and 7¼” gauges;
traction engines and steam trucks/tractors; Gauge 1
garden railway locos and carriages/wagons; plus a
variety of stationary engines on display, some of
which will be “alive” and operational in steam.
The adjoining BMX club has come to the party,
literally, by allowing us use of its rear car park for
the unloading and steaming up of traction engines.
The steaming-up shed will now provide more
“roads” for 7¼” locos following the efforts of Steve
Briggs in “dual-gauging” the tracks on the south side
of the traverser. And if there is night running, the
shed has ample lighting.
As in the past, the Saturday evening meal will be
under cover on the patio, but should there be
inclement weather, there is a contingency plan to
relocate to the upstairs clubhouse meeting room.
WA Spit Roast is the caterer and there will be a
choice of beef, pork and chicken (you can choose
two!) plus veggies and rolls and also a choice of
sweets.
To register for the event, go to the website
sandgropers.net and click on the “book” icon.
Registrations must be in by Friday, November 5, at

The outdoor dinner at the 2015 Sandgropers gathering.

the very latest, primarily to provide the caterers with meal
numbers. So, if you haven’t yet registered, please do so
immediately if you want to be part of the action.
Also, as always, we are in need of volunteers to run the
event, so please indicate to Tom Winterbourn
(twinterbourn@ozemail.com.au) what slots you are willing
and able to fill. You should have received a roster form
indicating the positions, times, etc. Unfortunately, this form
is not interactive, although you can fill in your desired slots
on a print-out of the form, scan it and then send it to Tom as
an email attachment. Tom will also be at the club
beforehand with the master copy of the roster for you to fill
in.
The Sandgropers’ Gathering was first staged in 2005 as a
joint venture between NDMES and the SWMEA at
Bunbury. It was originally only held at Bunbury, with great
success, but a decade later, SWMEA approached NDMES
to see if we would start staging the event on alternate years
and this has been done since 2015. Hope to see you there!
Tom Winterbourn
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Report on Dwellingup Festival
LAST month, on Sunday September 12, our club attended
the Hotham Valley Railway Steam Festival at Dwellingup
for the fifth time. And I am proud to say, it was the best yet!
This year we negotiated the use of the old tennis courts,
which the Dwellingup council has revamped along with
other major developments in the town.
The weather on the day was ideal and the new area, away
from other stalls, allowed us to display all facets of our club
in the one location with plenty of room to move around.
There was a steaming bench demonstrating models of
working machinery from years gone by, along with other
stationary models (photos below).

Above: Ron Collins cruising around the new concrete pathways.

Left: Laurie Morgan
with some of his
stationary engines in
steam.
All photos: Jim Clark

Below left: There
was lots of interest
shown in Lyall
Austin’s garden
gauge 4-8-2
locomotive, running
in steam on this
rolling road.
Right: Paul Costall
steams off with a
passenger on his
Fowler Showman’s
traction engine.
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Locomotives were well represented, from garden
railway through to 7¼” gauge (photo above). But
the star attraction of the show were the traction
engines and steam tractor. We had a total of five
machines in steam hauling a steady stream of
delighted passengers, all day long.
Thanks to everyone who attended. Good times
were had by all. Look forward to seeing you there
again next year!
Allen Ward

The Caradoc makes its first public appearance
THIS occurred at the Hotham Valley Railway Dwellingup
Festival on September 12. Now completed by Harry, it sports
a post office red livery and looks great.
Several NDMES members were invited to drive the engine
and it took turns doing some passenger hauling along with
my own traction engine (built by Ron Collins). We were
doing two laps around the NDMES model engineering
display each time and it gave one a good opportunity to
watch the different running characteristics of the two engines.
Caradoc is a ‘might have been’ design in 3 inch scale that
was described in the UK Model Engineer magazine in the
1980s by John Haining.
At the time when the full size design was taking shape, the
internal combustion engine was just entering the market with
farm tractors beginning to use this mode of power. So
unfortunately the idea was doomed from the start and no
production models were ever built.
The model form shows us what an up-to-date modern
steam plant would have been able to do. In this case a vertical
boiler powers a twin cylinder engine.
Driving the Caradoc is a very interesting experience. The
acceleration and power developed has to be seen to be
believed. My traction engine is in 4 inch scale and is a
typically design of its time. It steams and performs very well,
a credit to Ron. The Caradoc is slightly smaller at 3 inch
scale yet its modern design enables it to haul the same load at
twice the speed, using less coal and water to do so.
It does however require a certain driving and firing
technique. With the bypass valve set correctly on the axle
pump (which is geared down), the vertical boiler needs the
‘little and often’ approach to firing. The engine steams well
and is more than capable of hauling its load. It would have
been a great engine to see in operation in full size.
The public enjoyed their rides behind these engines and it
was great to see both our engines working
together. ‘Caradoc’ is a great effort by Andrew Manning and
Harry Roser.
Article and photos by Steve Reeves

Above: Peter Smith
firing up the Caradoc.
Right: The driver’s
eye view of the cab
and boiler.

Below right:
This is what’s
under the
bonnet...

Above: Steve Reeves takes a turn round the display stands on his own traction
engine, with a couple of happy passengers on board. Photo: Jim Clark
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Great interest in our little trains at the museum
OUR participation in the Railfest at the Bassendean Rail
Transport Museum on Sunday, October 10 created
unprecedented interest, particularly the train rides.
Demand for rides started as soon as the gates opened at
10am and continued right through the day until the barrier
went up at 4pm. At no time during the six hours was there
not a queue for rides, keeping our two locos, drivers and
station staff fully occupied.
The club provided a dual gauge 5/7¼” track while the
other 5” portable track was provided by Bill Wall.
The two locos which did the “heavy lifting” were Paul
James’ “Bushfly” and Bill Wall’s Speedy. Both performed
faultlessly throughout the day.
However, “Bushfly’s” tender did derail several times
while Paul was driving, but not while Steve Reeves was
driving. It was eventually established there was an uneven
distribution of weight by the two drivers!
The day was also a financial success for us, with generous
gold coin donations for rides.
There was considerable interest in our display area, with
the operating boilers and stationary engines attracting
attention. Round the corner on the display table, Jim Clark
had his Yarrow boiler providing steam to operate various
stationary engines, to the interest of many visitors. Paul
James also provided an operational display, while static
displays were provided by Richard Turner, Steve Reeves
and Tom Winterbourn (photo below).
Steve Reeves, driving Paul James’ “Bushfly”, brings one happy
family back to the “station”, while Bill Wall departs on the other line.
Photos: Jim Clark

One slight disappointment was the small number of
model engineering and static displays we were able to
put on, especially compared to our displays at recent
events. This time we could scarcely fill the display
tables, although we know there are many fine models
out there either complete or in progress that would have
been of great interest to visitors. Are we collectively
losing interest in interacting with the wider community,
or are there too many events? Something to think about.
About 1,800 people attended the museum, with the big
attraction being the steaming of the museum’s WAGR S
Class 2-8-2, “Greenmount”. The loco ran up and down a
demonstration line at the rear of the museum at various
times throughout the day (photo at lower left).
The S Class was designed by WAGR’s Chief
Mechanical Engineer Frederick Mills and built in 1947
in the Midland workshops. It was specifically designed
to run efficiently on Collie coal and haul heavy freight
trains. After some initial technical difficulties it proved
to be a very reliable design.
There were ten S Class locomotives built. S549
“Greenmount” ran until the end of the steam era and
was withdrawn in 1972. Three of the S Class locos
remain in preservation, including this one at the
museum, one at the East Perth Terminal, and one in
Victoria.
Tom Winterbourn and Jim Clark
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WD Austerity 2-8-0 first runs
Tuesday, Sept 28 2021 — My nearly completed WD
Austerity 2-8-0 had its first run on the track. This was
after our boiler inspector, Phill Gibbons, had passed and
certified its steam accumulation test. The two relief
valves lifted at about 95psi and even with the blower fully
open and a big bright fire the pressure was easily held and
didn’t go above 100psi.
I was quite excited as it has taken between 7 and 8 years
of tears, trials and tribulations and a lot of help from
many people both in the UK and here. I would
particularly like to mention Ron Collins, Phill Gibbons,
Rob Gleave from NDMES, and Dave Fuller from my UK
club, but many others have encouraged and cajoled me
when at times I was clearly outside my skill level and
sometimes close to heaving it into the Swan River.
Anyway, I took the first tentative laps on the raised
track and was surprised that I could drive it OK bearing in
mind that the tender is so long (28” across the buffer
beams). I found that I was more comfortable almost lying
on the driving car, resting my left arm on the tender, and
operating with my right. I got this tip from a WD
Facebook forum and a YouTube clip of a chap in Holland
who used this method of driving his WD Austerity (see
photo). Once underway with the regulator set, I could sit
up and watch the world pass by.
It was a bit stiff and we realised that there was no oil
getting to the cylinders, so we opened the smoke box door
and squirted some steam oil down the blast pipe and
pushed it backwards and forwards a few times. Phill and I
did about a dozen laps with it getting freer all the time.
Eventually we could see that the steam oil lubricator tank
had definitely gone down so we knew that the small
pipework was primed and delivering oil to the cylinders.
One problem we haven’t resolved fully yet is that the
two axle pumps were delivering quite happily on bypass
but not to the boiler with the bypass shut. The clack valve
was discounted as the hand pump utilised the same clack
and that was OK. One thought was that the suction
pipework is not big enough with one ¼” pipe delivering
to both pumps and the suction rubber pipe between tender
and loco was crimping slightly. Fortunately, the injector
worked perfectly from about 60psi upwards.
Phill felt that the reversing lever was not set quite right
even though he had set it up during the air test runs. I
owned up and said I had to rotate the lever stand as it
fouled the side of the cab which wasn’t fitted for the air
runs. It meant that in forward gear it wasn’t much past the
midway point so the fact it is running quite well even up
the hill shows that when sorted it should go a lot better.
Basic schoolboy error coming up! Phill and Paul James
disconnected the reverse lever trying to adjust it whilst I
was running back and forth to get my tools. So engrossed
were we that I let the water level drop such that the
fusible plug blew which effectively stopped operations
for the day. The big lesson here is never build a boiler
without a fusible plug, as without it the boiler could have
been catastrophically damaged. The plug was removed
and repaired and refitted at Ron’s the following day.

The cylinder auto drain cocks were also bunged up
with oil that I had used as a preservative whilst it was
laid up for quite some time. These were cleaned and
proved to work OK with air.
Tuesday, Oct 5 2021 — The second run proved that
the drain cocks worked OK, the reverse lever was set
better and the suction supply to the pumps were
changed to a more substantial rubber pipe but which
still had enough flex between the tender and loco.
However, the axle pumps were still not delivering to the
loco although there was a good flow through the
bypass. I took it off after just 3 or 4 laps to have a cuppa
and a think and bounce some ideas off Andrew
Manning. Going through the possible causes I thought
that the probable cause might be the non-return balls in
the suction and discharge ports leaking. I therefore
disconnected the axle pump suction pipe and then
pumped the hand pump which goes to the discharge
side of the axle pumps, and sure enough water was
going back through the axle pump suction line
demonstrating that the suction and delivery non return
balls were passing on at least one pump. Watch this
space for further developments.
My youngest granddaughter, now 19 but about 10 at
the time, used to come to my club in the UK. She was
really interested, and we eventually taught her to drive
the 5” 08 Diesel loco and after a while she went on to
driving my Juliet which my dad had built when I was a
baby so it is well over 70 years old. I topped up the
boiler to nearly the top of the gauge glass, got a roaring
fire going with plenty of pressure and let her loose
driving round our 470 yard track with me running
alongside. I could do a lap with water still visible in the
gauge glass and a pressure of about 30-40psi.
I decided to call the WD after her, which is ‘Lila’
shortened from her name Elizabeth. The number 90727
is derived from her birthday (July 27) and the 9 is the
first number of the class in the BR era. The shed
number 62c is the Dunfermline shed from where the
loco did a lot of its running during the 1960s and where
Elizabeth initially grew up.
Article and photo by Dave Barlow
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Between downpours, it was a great day!
IT’S a strange (strained?) relationship we have with
the weather. And you can add COVID to that.
One or the other, or both, has conspired to bring
down our public run days over several months. And
so the September public run was seemingly going the
same way (after a week of fine, sunny weather),
despite the day dawning bright and sunny.
But the clouds rolled in, as predicted, and thereafter
we endued heavy rain for an hour or so. But then as
we neared start time, the weather fined up, our patrons
started to roll in and, “bingo”, a great morning!
Then morning morphed into afternoon and the
heavens opened up again in a big way shortly after
midday. Some drivers and patrons were caught in the
middle of the storm and, although the rest of the day
was quite enjoyable, the damage had been done and
the lengthy queue for rides was suddenly no more.
A few trains kept running, but most locos were put
to bed early.
Pity, that, because we had a bumper crop of locos
on hand, with five 7¼” steamers, four 5” steamers and
two Jumbucks. The locos available were Ron Collins’
Heidi, Phill’s Irma, Geoff’s “Elizabeth”, Kelvin’s
Heidi and my Black 5 (all 7¼”) and the 5” Blowflies
of Steve Reeves (“Blowfly”), Paul Costall (“Firefly”)
and Paul James (“Bushfly”), and Bill Wall’s Speedy,
plus the two Jumbucks of “AJ” and Kelvin.
Because of the number of locos available, the Black
5 and “Bushfly” were “rested” as they were scheduled
to run at the school holiday run two days later, while
“Elizabeth” struggled early on with drain cock
problems. Steve Reeves’ battery on wheels “Okker”
was also held in reserve.
One loco promised but held back because of the
weather was John Jenkins’ Juliet, recently acquired
from Phill Gibbons. It is reported to have been
repainted in black gloss and lined out – and looking
stunning.
Duty Officer for the day was Bruce Keay and
Stationmaster was Russell Williams.
Article and photos by Tom Winterbourn

The station area photographed during the height of the storm.

Bill Wall suitably wrapped up against the elements, driving Speedy.

Above: The “Little John” bottlebrushes
provide the setting for Rick Casparis,
driving Ron Collins’ Heidi.

Right: Carol Davis shows
how she feels after taking
over from husband Kelvin,
driving the Jumbuck “Staar”.

Left: Phill Gibbons and Irma
round the steaming-up shed.
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It seemed a good idea at the time!
SOMETIMES, plans just do not work as
visualised! Thinking of a different photo
opportunity for the September 28 school holiday
run, what about two Jumbucks hauling a four-car
train? And what if those four cars were a nice shade
of brown to blend in with one of the Jumbucks?
Well, all was going well, with the carriages
hooked up behind the Jumbucks of Kelvin Davis
and Allan “AJ” Bertram (photo at right) when the
question of brakes was raised. No brakes!
The brakes on the carriages usually hauled by
Ron Collins’ Heidi were hard-wired through the
loco’s tender and if the tender was used in the
consist, the brake control handle could not be reached by the
driver of the second Jumbuck and the two shorter carriages
were not braked at all!
Well, it was a nice idea, but the Jumbucks had to content
themselves with just two carriages on the drawbar.
The day itself was a most enjoyable one, with enough
passengers to keep us honest but no real pressure.
Added interest was provided by Dave Barlow, who
bought along his 5” British 2-8-0 Austerity. Although still a
bit tight, it was steaming well — until Dave and boiler
inspector Phill Gibbons took their eye off the ball while
making alterations to the reverser and ran out of water! (see
article on page 9) When Dave has the loco working to his
satisfaction, he plans to add it to the passenger-hauling fleet.
Apart from the two Jumbucks, the heavy lifters were
Phill’s “Irma”, my Black 5 and Allen Ward’s 5” Waterloo.
In a break from “tradition”, Charles Coppack provided hot
chicken and salad rolls for lunch.
Due to safety concerns over a cracked paving stone under
the raised track, only the ground level track was used.

The following public run on October 5 was also
well attended despite the threat of rain, but it
remained dry, albeit a little on the cold side. There
were four locos on passenger duty: Bill Wall’s
Speedy, Kelvin Davis’ Heidi “Binna”, AJ’s Jumbuck
and my Black 5. All again proved very reliable.
Dave Barlow was back for another road test with
his 5” Austerity while Paul (Noddy) Naughton did
the same with his Heidi “Noddy”. They both seemed
happy enough at the end of the day!
Unfortunately, the club orange “diesel” refused to
start when it was required to help around midday.
Some pics taken at both of the school holiday runs
are reproduced here.
Article and photos by Tom Winterbourn

Gray Slade coasts towards the tunnel with the Black 5 on Oct 5.
Above: Double-heading with just
two cars was still enjoyable for
“AJ” and Kelvin.
Left: Great public spirit came
to the fore towards the end of
the run after ”AJ” injured his
foot, with a registered nurse
and a pharmacist providing
on-the-spot attention. A later
x-ray revealed all was well.

Right:
Paul Naughton
oils up “Noddy”
before a track
test on Oct 5.
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Andrew gets to know ‘Sir Nigel’
YET another productive day at the garden railway on
October 12, with a number of locos in action, including
Andrew Arrowsmith’s recently acquired A4 “Sir Nigel
Gresley”.
Clayton Austin also gave his four-cylinder “King
George V” its first road test and it ran very smoothly,
albeit with a couple of minor issues to overcome.
Andrew, a newcomer to steam traction, was on a
fairly sharp learning curve with the ex-Phil Hartley
streamlined Pacific, but enjoyed the experience and
will be back much the wiser. He received some
valuable advice from Laurie Morgan and Clayton.
Laurie left his big stuff at home and brought along
three tank engines, while Clive Jarman bought along
one tank loco. The other loco in action was Tom
Winterbourn’s 24v electric Black 5.
As usual, lunch was in the form of gourmet pies.
Here are some pics taken on the day.
Article and photos by Tom Winterbourn

Getting their locos ready for the day: From the left. Clive Jarman,
Clayton Austin, Andrew Arrowsmith and Laurie Morgan.

Right: Clayton
Austin checks
the King’s
gauge glass as
it flashes by!

Above: Laurie Morgan gives Andrew Arrowsmith some help
with his new radio-controlled A4 streamliner.
Right: Clive Jarman keeps a careful watch
on his diminutive 0-4-0 saddle tank.
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